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FOSDEM '16 -- Call for Participation [2]

FOSDEM 2016 (the free and open source developer's meeting in Brussels, Europe) will
feature a new track on Containers and Process isolation. Therefore, we invite developers and
users from the containers community to join us for this track and present your talks or demos.

VMware Open Sources Photon Controller For Container Users [3]

VMware's Photon Controller became open source code Nov. 16 in a bid to attract container
users who wish to deploy containers with a microvisor.

It?s NotABug ? [4]

As Gitorious recently faded away, we have been searching for a Git Hosting solution for our
FSFE Localgroup Zurich. We have evaluated several options including self-hosting. The latter
has been tested with a software called GitBucket but it seems that a lot of recourses are
required for that. At least it does not work well on my Atom-based Server.

The force is with us!(So Close!) [5]

Here we have a lot of long runs *(prints with more than 4 hours) hope that you enjoy it ! The

material used is ABS provided by our sponsor, ?Filamentos 3D Brasil?, thanks a lot fot the
stuff and support guys!

Camel in a Hat: perl-CryptX package [6]

I'm going to package CryptX Perl module [1] soon.

rough code and working consensus [7]

On their better days, standards groups follow a principle of rough consensus and working
code. Somebody builds something, announces it to some friends and maybe a few competitors,
and says, hey, if you build something similar, it?s possible for our implementations to
interoperate. Everyone?s a winner. Sometimes the design isn?t perfect, but the fact that at least
one person/group has built an implementation is an existence proof that it can be built.
Valuable knowledge to have.
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